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**ARTICLE / PAGE ON WEBSITE**

**Author(s).** Strickland, J.  
**Publication date.** (2007, October 29).  
**Article / Page title.** How hackers work.  

**APA Citation:**  

**ARTICLE ON WEBSITE - NO AUTHOR**

**Website name.** Banksy graffiti in Palestine.  
**Publication date.** (2012, October 11).  
**URL** Retrieved from http://banksyworld.blogspot.com/

**APA Citation:**  

**YOUTUBE VIDEO**

**Uploaded by.** BuzzFeedBlue.  
[Note: If video has no author give username of person posting the video].  
**Upload date.** (2014, May 20).  
**Video name.** Where young Syrian refugees sleep [Video file].  
**URL** Retrieved from www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_kP2jMzn24

**APA Citation:**  
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BOOK - IN PRINT
APA Citation:

ESSAY / BOOK CHAPTER - IN PRINT
APA Citation:

EBOOK - IN DATABASE
APA Citation:

EBOOK CHAPTER / ESSAY - IN DATABASE
APA Citation:

EBOOK - IN GOOGLE BOOKS
APA Citation:

ADDITIONAL APA CITATION, EDITED BOOK IN GOOGLE BOOKS:

MAGAZINE ARTICLE - WEB OR DATABASE
Provide volume, issue number, and pages if available. Final citation element is URL of magazine’s home page.
APA Citation:

ADDITIONAL EXAMPLE:
APA Citation:

NEWSPAPER ARTICLE - WEB OR DATABASE
Provide volume, issue number, and pages if available. Final citation element is URL of newspaper’s home page.
APA Citation:

ADDITIONAL APA CITATION: